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The two years Thoreau spent at Walden Pond and the night he spent in the Concord jail are
among the most familiar features of the American intellectual landscape. In this new biography,

based on a reexamination of Thoreau's manuscripts and on a retracing of his trips, Robert

Richardson offers a view of Thoreau's life and achievement in their full nineteenth century
context.
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SourcesNotesIndexPrefaceThis is an intellectual biography of Henry Thoreau from 1837, when

he was twenty and finishing college, to his death in 1862. My main purpose has been to give an
account of the development of Thoreau as a writer, a naturalist, and a reader. This has

necessitated treating his life as a whole, and setting it in those public contexts which exist for
every life, no matter how private. It is always remembered of Thoreau that he required a daily

walk of at least four hours “sauntering through the woods and over the hills and fields, absolutely
free from all worldly engagements.” It is not always recalled that he spent at least that much time

every day at his desk, reading and writing. Emerson said it best when he summed up Thoreau’s
education, and, thinking of the usual academic degree, conferred instead on his best friend that

of “the bachelor of thought and nature.”There is a long-standing tradition of generosity and
helpfulness among modern Thoreauvians that makes it a pleasure to acknowledge here a few of

the many obligations I have incurred during the preparation of this volume. Anne McGrath,
Malcolm Ferguson, Tom Blanding, and the others at the Thoreau Lyceum in Concord have
helped with questions and materials, especially those relating to Ellen Sewall. Marcia Moss of

the Concord Free Public Library has always been enthusiastic and helpful with all kinds of

archival matters. Martin Ridge and the exemplary research staff of the Henry E. Huntington

Library in San Marino made the research for the last part of this book go very quickly and
pleasantly. I have also benefitted from the helpful cooperation of librarians at the Pierpont

Morgan Library, the Berg Collection at the New York Public Library, the Boston Public Library,

the Houghton Library at Harvard, and the Special Collections library at the University of
Denver.Evelyn Barish, Raymond Borst, John W. Clarkson Jr., Bradley Dean, Dana McLean
Greeley, Robert Gross, Michael Meyer, Rosemary Mitten, Joseph J. Moldenhauer, Donald

Mortland, Joel Myerson, Margaret Neussendorfer, Joel Porte, Barton L. St. Armand, Richard
Schnieder, Gayle L. Smith, and Kevin P. Van Anglen all provided information, assistance, or
inspiration, and sometimes all three.Robert Sattelmeyer made available to me the invaluable

results of his study of Thoreau’s reading. Stuart James read an early draft and showed me many
ways to make it better. Victor Castellani helped with Latin, John Livingston with ideas of history.

Judy Parham created a vast card index to Thoreau’s reading that was indispensable. Carolyn

Martin and Bradford Morgan gave me new insights into A Week and The Maine Woods. Beth
Witherell and her staff at the Thoreau Edition in Santa Barbara went far out of their way to

provide endless copies of materials that are gradually being published in the handsome new

Princeton volumes.Walter Harding, dean of Thoreau scholars, has been wonderfully generous
with information and encouragement to me, as to so many others who share his faithfulness to

the Man of Concord. This book could not have been written without his leading the way. Philip
Gura has helped in many ways. He first suggested that the book should extend all the way to
Thoreau’s death. I have traveled widely in Denver for many years now with Burton Feldman as

co-adventurer in ideas, and it was he who persuaded me that one should reach for the general

reader as well as the specialist. Allen Mandelbaum has encouraged and aided me, and

improved the manuscript itself, in many and varied ways, and from start to finish. He believed in
the project all along, and he communicated his enthusiasm to Stanley Holwitz and to the

splendid editorial and production people at the University of California Press. I am delighted—
and very flattered—that this book will have a place in the distinguished and compelling oeuvre of

Barry Moser. A very great, long-standing, and ultimately unpayable debt is feebly acknowledged
in the dedication.This book is also for my daughters and my wife. It is for Lissa, whose cheerful

and enterprising individualism confirmed for me that St. Henry can be the patron of women as
well as men; for Anne, whose passion for commitment and relationship pushed me to attend to
Thoreau’s social and personal sides (she also gave the manuscript a searching and helpful

reading); and for Elizabeth, who has been, through thick and thin, the toughest critic, the closest

companion, and the most important colleague of all.To live within limits, to want one thing, or a
very few things, very much and love them dearly, cling to them, survey them from every angle,

become one with them—that is what makes the poet, the artist, the human being.GoetheI.

1837Return to Concord1. Fall 1837: CommencementRETURNING TO CONCORD from Harvard
College in the early fall of 1837, David H. Thoreau had just turned twenty. Of medium height, or a
little below, with sloping shoulders and an out-of-doors complexion, he had about him the

suggestion of a seafaring race. He walked with unusual energy and people remembered his
open face and pleasant flexible mouth, and the strong Roman nose which some thought made

him look like Caesar, while others were reminded of Emerson. He had fine light brown hair. He

was not, on the whole, a striking or compelling figure except for one feature, his eyes, which
were strong, serious, large, and deep set; bright blue in some lights, gray in others. As he walked
around Concord people noticed that his eyes rarely left the ground. When he did look up,
however, he swept in everything at a glance. His eyes had a startling earnestness, and they were

alight with intelligence and humor.1Harvard commencement had been held on the thirtieth of
August, following rather than preceding the summer vacation as was common in those days.

Within two weeks, Thoreau was not only back in Concord, living with his family in the Parkman
house facing Main Street (on the site of the present Public Library) but he had a job teaching in

the Concord Public Schools. Eighteen thirty-seven was a year of financial crisis for the United

States and the start of a serious depression that lasted into the 1840s. Bank after bank had
suspended payment, and Thoreau was lucky to have any job at all, let alone a good one. But
before he had held the job for two full weeks, he had thrown up the position rather than

administer the expected daily canings. A famous anecdote tells how one of the Concord school
board members, Nehemiah Ball, went one day to observe Thoreau’s teaching, called him into

the hall, and reprimanded him for not using the cane. Stung and angered past self-possession,
the impulsive twenty-year-old teacher went back into the classroom, picked out six students at

random—rather as one deals with mass mutiny in the army—and proceeded to beat them. He

then quit the job. It was all terribly sudden. His entire career in the public schools was
auspiciously launched and catastrophically concluded before a month had passed since

commencement.2But the fall was not all disappointment. A few days before his runin with Ball,
about the middle of September, he was out walking and searching for Indian relics with his
brother John on a Sunday evening, “with our heads full of the past and its remains.” Coming to
the Sudbury River bank at the mouth of Swamp Bridge Brook, a spot overlooking Clamshell Hill

with Nashawtuc Hill off to the right, Thoreau launched into “an extravagant eulogy on those
savage times” when the Indians roamed the Concord woods before the white man came.

Throwing himself into the part, he asked, “How often have they stood on this very spot, at this
very hour? Here,” he went on, “stood Tahatawan and there,” pointing at random toward the

ground, “is Tahatawan’s arrowhead.” It was a mere rhetorical flourish, the gesture of a boy
playing Indians, but when he impulsively stooped—to complete the scene—and picked up the
nearest bit of rock, it turned out to be “a most perfect arrowhead, as sharp as if just from the

hands of the Indian fabricator.” It was one of those small, lucky chances that happen to
everyone, but to some more frequently than others. In later years, one visitor after another was to

tell how Thoreau could find arrowheads almost at will. Partly, of course, he was looking for them

and expecting to find them. But this one must have seemed like an omen, a sign that the young
schoolteacher’s imaginative sympathies, however extravagant and romantic, were at bottom
neither foolish nor misplaced. He always insisted that his whole life had been one of

extraordinary luck, and he could have said, as Picasso did of a similar life, “I do not seek, I

find.”3This particular autumn was of good omen for Thoreau in other ways. For this was the time
when he first became really close to Emerson, making a deep impression that the older man
came back to again and again in later years. Emerson remembered Thoreau as a “strong

healthy youth, fresh from college” that fall. Thoreau on his side had just read Emerson’s Nature

that spring. By the end of the third week in October, during that New England season which,

Thoreau once remarked, would by itself “make the reputation of any climate,” Emerson had
persuaded Thoreau to start a journal and was encouraging him to think of writing as a career.

Who could worry about being rejected by Nehemiah Ball when he had been accepted as a

friend by Ralph Waldo Emerson?4It was a busy, eventful fall. There were walks and river outings,

there was the active family life at home with his mother, father, and brother, not to mention aunts
and boarders. He also worked for his father, making pencils. After the first teaching fiasco, there

was the anxious search for another job, and there was the tonic, life-changing friendship with
Emerson. He was also doing a great deal of reading, writing, and thinking during this fall. As his
habits became settled in later years, he found a daily walk of several hours’ length a necessity.

But he was from the start as much a writer as a walker, and a daily stint at his desk was always
just as much a necessity to him. “I seek a garret,” he wrote in the inaugural entry in his new

journal. He traveled Concord in his walks and river outings. He traveled everywhere else via
books in the garret, and in between trips, he wrote out his accounts of both kinds of
excursion.5Until this fall of 1837 Thoreau is an indistinct figure. There are some facts, some

letters, various recollections of him as a boy or student, but everything is external, so to speak.

We see him only as others saw him. Even his own letters and college themes seem written
exclusively for others and almost all of this early material is curiously unrevealing. But when he

begins, in October of 1837, to keep a journal, the quarry and substance of much of his best

work, we begin to see the whole man as we follow the crowded, highly charged, and rapidly
evolving inner life that accompanies the busy outer life and reveals the thoughts behind the eyes

of the familiar photographs.It is simply astonishing how many of his major themes appear in the
record of this one autumn. He already takes a green interest in woods and fields. He was
attracted to the river and its possibilities for travel and for metaphor. There is already in the midst

of an increasingly busy life an unembarrassed interest in preserving some solitude for himself.
There is a great deal this fall about poetry and poets—quotations from English poets, from

Goethe and Virgil, and some of his best poems date from this year. Already he was preoccupied
with the idea of a primitive, heroic life, distantly but attractively reflected in the early literature of

northern Europe as well as in the ways of the North American Indians. He is already interested in
self-culture, what the Germans called Bildung, and already his jottings show that deepest, most
constant characteristic of his encounter with the natural world, indeed with life: a passionate,

ecstatic sense of joy.All this fall Thoreau was reading Goethe and Virgil with an eagerness

inspired by natural affinity. He divided his time between reading and translating Goethe’s Italian

Journey (Italienische Reise) from the German and walking about Concord. Just as Goethe

recounts in that book his own discovery that the leaf is the law of plant morphology, so Thoreau

began to perceive nature as infinite variations on certain underlying laws.In Virgil he recognized
something more important yet. Among his mid-November notes this sentence stands out: “I

would read Virgil if only to be reminded of the identity of human nature in all ages.” Plain,
unoriginal, even flat-footed as this sounds, it is, together with its complementary idea of the

identity of nature itself in all ages, the cornerstone of Thoreau’s mature thought, the basis and
starting point for his most deeply held, most characteristic convictions about history, nature,

society, and the individual.From the point of view of the newspapers, the great events of 1837
were the accession of Queen Victoria, the protest in Canada against English rule—a rebellion

that broke into open warfare—and a serious financial panic in America which came right on the
heels of the messy, unpopular, bitter, and inconclusive Seminole Indian War in Georgia and

Florida. The chief events in young Thoreau’s life that fall were his encounters with Emerson,
Goethe, and Virgil. The fall itself had been his true commencement, and sometime before the

year was out, as though to mark the new start, he changed the order of his given names so that
he now first became Henry David.2. Harvard under QuincyFrom 1833 to 1837 Thoreau had

been a student at Harvard College, and though he deprecated the college and the education it
gave him, Harvard must be considered a major formative influence on his life. When he left

Concord for Cambridge, he was only another country hopeful. Solitary, penniless, vaguely
promising but overly headstrong, he was a marginal student with marginal prospects. When he
returned from college, Harvard, with all its shortcomings, had taught him how to pass judgment

on Harvard, and had in fact prepared him for a life of the mind. Acknowledgment would come

later.Harvard in 1833 was a small school, drawing most of its students from the nearby area and
operating on a scale difficult to imagine today. In 1839–40, there were enrolled in all schools at

Harvard just 432 students who, with a faculty of 25, occupied a handful of buildings in
Cambridge, most of which had been built with public funds. With unpaved streets and pigs in
sties behind University Hall, the place had a distinctly rural atmosphere, and Boston, across the

river and eastward toward the bay, was still a city of only seventy-five thousand people.1The
college had a president, 11 professors, 7 instructors, 9 proctors (residential supervisor and
teaching assistant combined), a bursar, a steward, and a librarian for its forty-one thousand

books. There were no other administrators. Not even a dean was appointed until 1870. The
president himself wrote letters of recommendation, computed grades, attended to breaches of
discipline, and awarded scholarships. The college budget for 1840 came to just over $45,000 of

which just over $28,000 was in salaries. The average professorial salary was $1,500 a year,

which was three times as much as the highest paid schoolteacher in Concord. A village
schoolteacher might start as low as $100 a year: a day laborer on the Erie canal made $.88 a
day, and a carpenter made $1.25 a day.2A year’s tuition at the college was $55, and total costs

for a student in the late 1830s ran to $188 a year. Textbooks were a major item, as was board,
but fuel was larger than either. The average college room was heated only by an open fireplace

and six cords of wood a year were required to heat it, at a total cost of $22.50, or more than 10
percent of the entire cost of going to college.Harvard was a modest place in those days, and it

was intensely local, drawing fewer students from Connecticut, for example, than Yale drew from

Massachusetts. Harvard’s graduating class of 39 students in 1836 falls well below Yale, Union,

and Dartmouth with 81, 71, and 44 respectively. No college in the country had a graduating

class over 100; college was still something reserved for only a very few. In the 1840s there was,
in New England, one college student for every 1,294 people in the general population. The figure
for 1985 was one college student for every 19.Academically, Thoreau’s Harvard was in a period

of stagnation. Josiah Quincy was one of Harvard’s poorer presidents, and the faculty, with a few

shining exceptions, was not distinguished. The point of a college education was not liberal

learning, but in President Quincy’s words, a “thorough drilling.” Even if professors wished to
teach rather than drill, the teaching load was heavy, anywhere from twenty-five to nearly forty

hours of classes a week, keeping Professor Felton in Greek, Professor Channing in rhetoric, and
the other better-than-average instructors overburdened with mere schoolmastering. The

curriculum was largely fixed and generally detested, consisting of three years of Greek, three of
Latin, two of math, one of history, three of English, and two years of one modern language.

Although a few electives had been allowed beginning in 1825, the college took care to

discourage them by allowing them half the usual credit. Perhaps the worst aspect of the college
was the hated marking system also begun in 1825, and refined to burdensome folly by Quincy.

Under this system, every aspect of college life was graded and marked. Every student received

a mark on a scale of eight every day for every recitation. Themes and other assignments
counted for so many points each. The totals, which were used to determine class rank, upon
which in turn rested the scholarship awards, were subject to all sorts of deductions, including

disciplinary ones such as absence from chapel or class or curfew violation. A contemporaneous
account tells how “at daily prayers a professor kept watch over the congregation from a sort of

raised sentry box and noted down the names of any one guilty of a misdemeanor.” All instructors
and monitors sent up their marks weekly to “old Quin” who, more a headmaster than a college

president, added up the scores himself. In Thoreau’s case he made numerous undetected

errors, which was probably inevitable in a scheme so complex that an average student would
accumulate over fourteen thousand points before graduation. According to Quincy, young

Thoreau had “imbibed some notions concerning emulation and college rank,” which was his way
of saying that Thoreau had expressed an unconcealed distaste for the system. He was not
alone, and with a grading system that makes the modern grade point average calculated to three

decimal places seem simplicity and fairness itself, it is no wonder that Thoreau lost his respect
for it and perhaps for the college that permitted it, or that the school was restive under

Quincy.3The three Rs at Harvard during Thoreau’s time were rote learning, regimentation, and

rowdyism. Boys commonly entered college at fifteen, sometimes younger. Dress, hours, and

attendance were all prescribed. Meals were in commons, and the food was said—as all college
food is always said—to have been dreadful. Breakfast consisted of hot coffee, hot rolls, and

butter. Supper was tea, cold rolls “of the consistency of wool,” and no butter. The midday meal

was the only one that was plentiful, and students sometimes affixed a piece of the noon meat to
the underside of the table, with a fork, in order to have meat for supper. The boys rose half an

hour before sunrise in winter, crowding into a bitterly cold, unheated chapel for services before
breakfast. They rose, did their lessons, and went to bed by the bell, and the general atmosphere

was more that of a boarding school than what we now think of as a college. The habits of the
students were rough; throwing food at meals was nothing compared with the habitual destruction
of property, which was not confined to breaking up furniture. Public rooms in inhabited buildings
were blown up with gunpowder “every year,” according to some accounts.4In the spring of 1834,
toward the end of Thoreau’s freshman year, occurred the most violent rebellion of Harvard’s

history. Unable to find who was responsible for rioting that had begun with a student being
insolent to a teacher and ended with hundreds of dollars’ worth of damage in smashed furniture

and broken windows, Quincy expelled the entire sophomore class. He further outraged student
opinion by turning to the civil authorities to press charges in the public courts, then sitting in

Concord. Student grievances were so well articulated that the board of overseers found it useful
to issue a forty-seven-page pamphlet in response.3. Thoreau at HarvardWhen Thoreau came to

college in the fall of 1833, he had just turned sixteen. He shared room number 20 in Hollis Hall

with a boy from nearby Lincoln, Charles Stearns Wheeler. They lived in a plain room without

carpets, with pine bedsteads, a washstand, desks, and chairs. Matches being unknown, they

banked the fire carefully every night so it would start in the morning. Many rooms had a
cannonball, useful when hot as a foot warmer, when cold to roll down the stairs in the middle of

the night.In his first year, Thoreau mostly took required courses, with what grace we do not
know. He took mathematics, Greek, Latin, and history, to which he added Italian the second

term. He did not take part in the Great Rebellion, and he ended the year high enough in his class
to be awarded twenty-five dollars of what was called “exhibition money,” which was the

equivalent of a half-tuition scholarship. His sophomore year he took math, Greek, Latin, English,
French, and again Italian. Junior year was more Greek, more Latin, more English, and more

French, with short, one-term courses in theology, mental philosophy, and math. During the

second term, he took a teaching leave to go tend school in Canton, Massachusetts, where he

stayed with a fiery young intellectual, Orestes Brownson. A Unitarian minister whose association

with the church would be short lived, Brownson’s moral energy and reformist ideas strongly
impressed young Thoreau. The two also studied German together. Thoreau’s junior year was

further broken up by absence and illness. Though he returned to college in March of 1836, he
became ill and withdrew in May, before the end of the term.1Back again in the fall of 1836,
Thoreau took a three-term sequence in intellectual philosophy which examined Locke’s Essay
on Human Understanding, Say’s Political Economy, and Story’s Commentaries on the

Constitution of the United States. He also took more English, some natural history and natural
philosophy, and he kept up his modern languages. He did not cut a commanding figure among

his classmates, who remembered him later, if at all, as quiet, serious, and a bit countrified. He
seems to have stayed out of major trouble. He did get crosswise with Quincy over the marking
system, though he ended up high enough in his class to have a commencement part and to take

some of the prize money.For years after his graduation, Thoreau had little good to say about his
college education. When Emerson once remarked in company that, after all, Harvard did teach
all the branches of learning, Thoreau replied, “yes, indeed, all the branches and none of the

roots.” Walden speaks tartly of Harvard’s curriculum and argues that a more practical, less

bookish approach would have been preferable. But his own reading at college was important,
perhaps crucial, though his extracurricular reading rather than his required courses and themes

best reflect what was actually on his mind. He belonged to one club, called the Institute of 1770,

and he read a good deal from the club’s library as well as the college library. As early as his first
term in college he was reading Hall’s Travels in Canada, Cox’s Adventures on the Columbia
River, and McKenney’s Sketches of a Tour to the Lakes, already showing a predilection for travel

literature he was never to lose. Before his freshman year was out he had read Irving’s Columbus
and The Conquest of Granada, Cochrane’s Travels in Columbia, Bullock’s Travels in Mexico,

Mill’s History of the Crusades, and Barrow’s A Voyage to Cochinchina (now called Vietnam). He
seems to have traveled widely in Cambridge.2One thing Thoreau did acknowledge about his

Harvard education was that three years of English with Professor Channing (brother of the
famous Boston minister William Ellery Channing) had in fact taught him to express himself in

writing. His college themes survive and they show him mastering a graceful, conventional,

reasonably spare style. It is doubtful that Channing lit any literary fire in Thoreau, though some of
Channing’s students recalled wonderful evenings spent reading Chaucer in Channing’s

apartment. Channing was no Francis James Child, whose presence would first be felt at Harvard

in the late forties and fifties, and the live literary center of the college was not, in Thoreau’s day,
in the English department, but in the Department of Modern Languages. This had been built up
and championed by George Ticknor, who tried to bring to the little college in Cambridge some of

the liveliness and reach of the great German universities. Ticknor emphasized a living
knowledge of the language, laid great stress on modern literatures and cultures, and hired a

group of native-speaking instructors from Europe. Thus it is not entirely unexpected that the

most remarkable single thing about Thoreau’s course work at Harvard is the amount of language
study he did, especially in modern languages. In addition to eight terms of Greek and eight of

Latin, Thoreau took five terms of Italian, four of French, four of German, and two of Spanish.

Thoreau is always thought of as well educated and well read in the classics—and no one has
ever written a better defense of them—but it is not always recalled that he could read French,

German, and Italian with ease, and, more important, that he was both inclined and prepared to
think of literature in a broad, multicultural sense.Thoreau’s interest in modern literature,
especially his interest in modern poetry, seems to have begun during the spring of his

sophomore year. From April through June he went from Johnson’s “Preface to Shakespeare” to
modern, indeed contemporaneous writings, such as Longfellow’s Outre-Mer, Cooper’s The
Headsman, and Irving’s Crayon Miscellany. It is conceivable that the impetus came from

Channing, and barely possible that it came from Emerson, by whom Thoreau had been
examined on Whately’s Rhetoric in late February 1835, but the most likely person to have

sparked such an interest would have been Longfellow. For it was during the spring of 1835 that
Longfellow, then twenty-eight, agreed to come to Harvard to succeed Ticknor as head of the
Department of Modern Languages. His first book, Outre-Mer, subtitled A Pilgrimage Beyond the

Sea, came out in late May. Harvard’s appointment of the young American writer must have

stirred excitement among those who found Cambridge dusty and rule ridden.Thoreau’s interest
in poetry seems to have begun the spring of Longfellow’s appointment, and to have grown

steadily during Thoreau’s last two years at college. When Longfellow finally appeared in
Cambridge during the spring of 1837 to take up his professorial duties after a two-year

preparation of travel and study in Europe, he was just thirty years old. He wore wine-colored
waistcoats and light gloves. He was a living poet still at the start of what was already regarded as

a remarkable career. His life was touched with romance, travel, and tragedy. The young man
from Concord went to hear the new professor’s lectures on Northern language and literature;

they were not at all what his classical training had prepared him for. They had the excitement of

discovery and the fascination of novelty.34. ConcordThe Concord to which Henry Thoreau

returned in 1837 has been called a village, but it was really a good-sized town of two thousand
inhabitants lying sixteen miles, or four hours by stage, west of Boston. Concord had been the
first permanent European settlement above tidewater in Massachusetts, and it originally

comprised an area of 36 square miles when Boston had occupied a mere 783 acres or just over

one square mile. Bedford, Acton, Lincoln, and Carlisle were largely carved out of the original
area of Concord. Thoreau’s Concord still had 9 miles of river, the Concord, joined by the

Assabet, flowing north first to a point in North Billerica where it provided the water for the
Middlesex Canal between Lowell and Boston, then on to join the Merrimack, which in turn

flowed to the sea up by Ipswich and Plum Island. Though boats loaded with wood and other

cargoes from Maine frequently came to Concord from Boston via the canal and the river, the

importance of the town was due not to its waterways but to its being a major crossroads. One
road to Boston, the Lexington road, went past Emerson’s house; the other, the Watertown road,

went out past Walden Pond. Other roads spoked out to Sudbury and Southern New England,
west to the Berkshire up-country, and north to New Hampshire. Concordians were proud of their
town’s past. Their grandparents had been conspicuous in the American Revolution, an event

that lay just sixty years behind them, and the town was beginning to think about putting up
monuments.1Farming was still the principal occupation of Concord, but manufacturing was on

the increase. In 1820, there were 262 men engaged in agriculture, 140 in manufacturing, 16 in
commerce, and the balance was swinging toward the latter two. Concord had by 1837 been
having its share of the booming national growth of the twenties and thirties. A lead pipe

manufactory was set up in 1819, a shoe factory (actually just an ell tucked onto a house but

employing between 10 and 20 people) was built in 1821. A group of entrepreneurs had set up

the Milldam company in 1829, developing thereby a new commercial district in the center of
town, and two new banks had been established, one in 1832 and the second in 1835. Concord

had had a steam-driven smithy since 1832, and the town was also a center for the manufacture
of pencils, clocks, hats, bellows, guns, bricks, barrels, and soap, all for the wholesale trade and

all sold out of town. Wagons rumbled through town continually on roads that were both dusty
and noisy. Concord was a busy transport hub and its numerous taverns were full of teamsters. It

had six warehouses, a bindery, two saw mills, two grist mills and, over on the west side of town,

a large five-story cotton mill, whose work force included nine men, three boys and thirty girls. Far
from being a quiet, conservative, backward-looking rural village, Concord was a budding mill
town, hoping to improve its river link to the canal, waiting impatiently for the railroad, and only

prevented by its lack of major water power from rivaling nearby Lowell or South Hadley in the

decades just ahead.2Around the town was open countryside. At this time, some two-thirds of
New England (excluding Maine) was cleared land, and in Concord township woodland

accounted by 1830 for only one-sixth of the land, the rest being either in meadow, pasture, or
tillage. The return of the forests, still going on today, but already marked even by 1900 when only

a quarter of New England was still open, had not yet begun. Concord’s fields and meadows lay
open to the sun; it was a neat green landscape of tilled fields, mown meadows, and pasture land

kept cropped by sheep. Hundreds of cows, oxen, and horses were pastured in the township,
keeping underbrush down. One could see great distances from any sort of rise in the ground,
and the impression generally was of rolling open farmland, broken here and there by woodlots,

small stands of trees of six to ten acres each.3In addition to the active agricultural life of the

town, there was another reason why there was so little woodland. This was the last era before
the widespread use of coal for home heating and everyone burned wood. A thrifty farmer

needed six cords for the winter stove, an average household twenty cords a year, and Concord’s
minister, Ezra Ripley, had thirty cords a year as part of his salary. Boston needed six hundred

thousand cords annually, and it was already coming from as far away as Maine. Thoreau noted
in his journal that it was impossible to go walking in the Concord woods in any season during

daylight hours without hearing the sound of axes.4Farmers grew winter rye, corn, and potatoes.
Some raised garden seeds, others were experimenting with teasel and with silkworm culture.
Recently there had been a tendency to plant more fruit trees and grape vines. Field work was

done by draft animals. Concord in 1831 had 177 horses and 418 oxen. Oxen were favored by
New England farmers and could pull astounding loads. It is said that a single team pulled a

lumber raft a mile long and weighing 800 tons along part of the Middlesex Canal at the rate of a
mile an hour.Concord had been an Indian fishing village before the white man came, but by

Thoreau’s time the salmon, shad, and alewives were gone, leaving mainly pike, perch, the

common eel, the ugly parasitic lamprey eel, and some pout in the slow-moving rivers. Then, as
now, the water’s surface was half-covered in summer with duckweed, looking like green

confetti.Early settlers had found Concord damp, poor, low, and mean; it was, they complained,
unusually subject to storms and full of swamps and impenetrable undergrowth. All that had

changed by 1837. There were still extensive lowlands and swamps, but Concord on the whole
was a healthy place. Surrounded by open land, it was drier than it is now, and it seems to have
been relatively free of insects. Life expectancy was around forty, but almost one person in four

lived until seventy. One out of every five died from fevers of various sorts, while one out of every
seven deaths was from “consumption.” The disease was endemic in many families, including
Thoreau’s.5That fall of 1837, there were a number of unusually rapid changes taking place in the
country, the state, and the town itself. Massachusetts was growing rapidly; its population
increased by 20 percent during the thirties, and it would expand almost 35 percent during the
forties, most of the growth being centered in the cities and in the low-lying valleys, while the

higher counties such as Berkshire County actually were losing population. The city of Boston
was expanding by 50 percent every ten years throughout the period. It would reach its peak as a
port in 1840, when the Cunard White Star line would choose it for its American terminus. But the
railroads were already threatening canal and coastal shipping traffic, and while Massachusetts

would continue to build railways, it did not do so quickly enough. By 1850 Boston would be in
steep decline as a port, having already lost the race to develop rail communications to the

West.Of the most immediate concern this fall, however, was the economic crisis—the panic of

1837, as it was called. The boom years of economic expansion from 1825 on had created a

large expansion of credit. From 1830 to 1837, for example, the supply of paper money had
tripled, going from $51 million to $149 million. Then in 1836 the wheat crop failed, the price of
cotton dropped by half, and overseas creditors, largely English, began demanding payment in

gold. In May of 1837, most of the banks in the country stopped paying out specie. A literal panic

ensued. There were $100 million worth of mercantile failures in a single fortnight in New York
City. Herman Melville’s older brother Gansevoort was just one of those who went under that

April. The magnitude of the $100 million collapse comes into focus when it is realized that the
entire United States federal government expenditure for 1837 was just $37 million, Seminole
Indian War and all.The panic hit everywhere. Emerson’s letters for this period show persistent,

anxious, almost daily financial maneuvering designed to help his brother in New York meet his

mounting obligations. The Thoreau family, never well off, watched as Henry got and then lost a
solid well-paid teaching job. That was bad enough by itself, and none of them knew that they

were only on the edge of what was to be a long depression reaching down into the mid-1840s.
Little wonder that economics would be on everyone’s mind, including Thoreau’s.5. EmersonUntil
this fall, Thoreau’s life can be seen as the unsurprising result of familiar and conventional

shaping forces such as Concord, Harvard, and his immediate family. But through the
extraordinary, catalytic, almost providential friendship of Emerson, Thoreau’s life changed from

the passive to the active mood. Emerson taught Thoreau that he could—indeed he must—

shape his own life and pursue his own ends.Emerson had ancestral roots and relations in
Concord, but he himself had been born, brought up, and educated in the larger world of Boston.

Indeed, Emerson had moved to Concord only quite recently, in 1834, when Thoreau was starting

his sophomore year at college. Emerson was just thirty-one when he came to Concord. Behind
him already was the tragic death of his young wife, Ellen, his resignation from the pulpit of his
Boston church, and the nine-month European trip that had followed. He had met Wordsworth

and Landor, and, best of all, at Craigenputtock in Scotland, the young Thomas Carlyle.1Home
from Europe in early October 1833, Emerson turned decisively from the religious, churchmanlike

preoccupations in which he had been raised to a new concern with the problems posed by
science and natural history. He also turned to a new career in public lecturing. As he moved to

Concord in the fall of 1834 he was working on a book he had been thinking about for some time,
to be called simply Nature.In February of 1835, Thoreau was among the college boys Emerson
was asked to examine on rhetoric. Nothing in the letters or journals of either suggests that any

spark was then struck, that either saw anything remarkable in the other. Emerson was always on
the lookout for gifted young people, but that spring and summer his life was full with other things.

In July he bought the Coolidge house, half a mile east of Concord Village on the Lexington road,
and in September he married Lydia Jackson and they moved in. The house became at once an

intellectual gathering place, and Concord began to attract the young and the gifted. Emerson

himself was young, active, sought after, hospitable, and brilliantly articulate. He possessed, to a
remarkable degree, the gift of being able to hearten and encourage others, particularly the

young and untried. More by sheer energy and this ability to excite, than by his substantive

achievements, Emerson was already at the center of most that was new, exciting, and disturbing
in ideas and literature in America at the time.During the winter of 1836, for example, he was
coming to grips with Bronson Alcott. A peddler turned teacher, Alcott was a talker of shattering,

almost apostolic brilliance, but he could never get those rare qualities satisfactorily set down on
paper. He wrote inspired, ecstatic gospels announcing childhood as the Word made Flesh,

Coleridgean in intent, Alexandrian in language. Alcott’s writing is strange only by rigid
Addisonian standards. Neoplatonism and both German and French Romanticism afford
numerous parallels to the orphic speech of Bronson Alcott. Emerson agonized over the

syntactically sprung prose of the manuscript of Psyche, and sent it back to Alcott with criticism
so gentle and so honest that Alcott completely rewrote it, without any improvement at all, and

they went through the whole cycle again, and even again a third time.At this same time, the

magazine publication of Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus was, through Emerson and others, making so

great a stir in New England that it became possible to publish it in book form in Boston when no

London publisher could yet be found. In April of 1836, Emerson mailed Carlyle a copy of the first
edition of Sartor. When America could recognize and support English genius before England

itself, America’s long day of dependence might indeed seem, finally, to be over. And despite the
sudden and premature death of Emerson’s brother Charles in May (another brother, Edward,

had also died recently), Emerson was increasingly surrounded by people and their ideas and
books and articles in a rush of intellectual life and activity that had the social cohesiveness of a

club and the intellectual coherence of a movement.That summer Margaret Fuller, then just
twenty-six, made the first of her extended visits to Emerson’s home. Bright and well read, she

was yet another talker of transfixing brilliance. She also had ambitions as a writer, and since she
had the whole Fuller family to support, she was determined to make a paying career out of her
writing. She and Emerson talked about many things, including self-reliance, but most

concentratedly about German literature. She, as well as Carlyle, was now absorbed in Goethe’s
writings and was working on a translation of Eckermann’s great Conversations with Goethe.

Emerson was working on his (German, increasingly convinced, as were other friends such as
Hedge from Bangor, and Parker and Ripley from Boston, that the most interesting intellectual
and artistic currents, the really vital ideas seemed recently to have been coming out of Germany.

No one, they thought, would be able to understand the nineteenth century without taking Kant,

Herder, Hegel, and Goethe into account. Until one had read them, one’s basic education was
not complete.During the fall of 1836, Emerson’s first book, Nature, was published in September,
and his first son, Waldo, was born in October. Buoyed up, particularly by the latter event,

Emerson plunged energetically ahead, working up a series of lectures on “The Philosophy of
History” to be given in Boston starting in December. They were successful, well attended, and as

soon as he was finished, Emerson gave them all over again. Thoreau, nearing the end of his
senior year across the river in Cambridge, must have heard something about them. In early April

of 1837, Thoreau took Emerson’s Nature out of the college library.There is no record of what

Thoreau saw in the book, but he took it out again the third week in June. Perhaps this second

look was partly motivated by gratitude, since Emerson was, at that moment, writing to President
Quincy to argue (successfully, as it would turn out) that Thoreau, despite lamentable
irregularities, should be awarded a piece of the college prize money that June. However he got

to the book, it had a profound impact on the young man about to graduate. Influence is an easy
relation to claim. It makes writing easier to talk about, but it is also easy to claim too much for it.

E. M. Forster has said sensibly that “the only books that influence us are those for which we are

ready, and which have gone a little further down our particular path than we have yet gone
ourselves.” Thoreau was ready for Emerson’s Nature for just that reason. Emerson was, at the
moment, just a few steps farther along the path Thoreau himself had already taken.2Emerson’s

Nature was no modest little exercise in nature writing. In ambition as well as title it rivals
Lucretius’s De Rerum Natura. Though written in language that has not fully shaken off the pulpit
and that can therefore mislead one into thinking Emerson a spokesman for Christian values and
a Christian worldview, Emerson’s real purpose in Nature is radicalism itself, and his argument,
resting on a rejection of historical Christianity, is not far from that of Thomas Paine when the

latter wrote “that which is now called natural philosophy, embracing the whole circle of science
. . . is the true theology.” Nature showed Emerson’s remarkable openness to science. He and
his friends recognized no “two culture” split between literature and science; they believed that to

study nature and to know oneself came at last to the same thing, which it was the purpose of
literature to express.3Nature is also a manifesto of transcendentalism, the American version of

German philosophical idealism which had as a pair of cornerstones the belief that ideas lay

behind and corresponded to material objects and the belief that intuition was a valid mode of

knowing and was necessary as a counterbalance to experience. Most interesting of all for
Thoreau is Emerson’s insistence in Nature on a line of thought as old as classical Stoicism: that

the individual, in searching for a reliable ethical standpoint, for an answer to the question of how
one should live one’s life, had to turn not to God, not to the polis or state, and not to society, but

to nature for a usable answer. Stoicism taught, and Emerson was teaching, that the laws of
nature were the same as the laws of human nature and that man could base a good life, a just

life, on nature.This was more than theory with Emerson. During the summer of 1837, for
example, he felt closer to nature than he had in a long time. All that summer he took walks,

visited Walden Pond, and worked in his garden, feeling contentedly close to nature as he
weeded and watched the ripening corn and strawberries, while the Maryland Yellowthroat

seemed, he said, to chant “Extacy, Extacy” to him all day long.4At the end of August, Emerson
gave the Phi Beta Kappa address at Thoreau’s commencement. Thoreau may not have been
there to hear Emerson say, in so many words, that the business of the American scholar would

be to study nature and to know himself and that the two would be the same thing, but he would
have read it even if he didn’t hear it. Emerson, uncharacteristically, was pleased with the talk. It

was printed, Carlyle praised it without reserve, and it quickly had a wide circulation.As the fall
wore on, Emerson was immersed in his forthcoming lecture series on “Human Culture” which

was to carry further the ideas in the “Philosophy of History” series of the year before. Thus the

ideas that were most engaging Emerson just at the time he really got to know Thoreau were his

ideas about history. Carlyle had just sent over a copy of his new history of the French Revolution.
Emerson read and admired it, and found that for him as for Carlyle, all his efforts to come to

terms with his own times seemed to depend on how he viewed the past. He had already
reached one major conclusion, and it seemed to hold. As he wrote in his journal toward the end
of September 1837, “I get no further than my old doctrine that the Whole is in each man, and

that a man may if he will as truly and fully illustrate the laws of Nature in his own experience as in
the History of Rome or Palestine or England.”5Emerson’s leading idea about history is that there
is one mind, of which history is the record. Another way to put it is to say that human nature—the

human mind—is and has been essentially the same in all ages and places. There are variations,
of course, sometimes important and even blinding differences. But the similarities between

people, even those of widely different times and places, far outweigh, in importance, the
differences. If the human mind has always been essentially the same, then it has neither

progressed nor declined from age to age. Chronology, therefore, is not what is important in
history. All ages are equal; the world exists for the writer today just as much as it did for Homer.

This way of looking at history, which sets the present as high as any past era, is a direct
response to what W. J. Bate has so brilliantly described as the burden of the past, it is the basis
for most of Emerson’s best work from 1835 to 1850, and it quickly became a deep and

permanent conviction—and a liberating, enabling conviction for Henry Thoreau. In October of

1837, evidently at Emerson’s urging, he began to keep the journal that would be his own history,
and by the third week in November he was telling himself to read Virgil to be reminded of the

essential uniformity of human nature, past and present, Roman and American.Emerson recalled
later that his close association with Thoreau had begun sometime after Henry’s return from

college that fall of 1837. Emerson was then thirty-four, fourteen years Thoreau’s senior, enough
older to be hero and model, a sort of intellectual older brother, yet still close enough by age,
energetic youthfulness, and choice of friends for Thoreau to feel that they belonged to the same

generation. The age difference makes it easy to think of them as father and son, or mentor and
student, but both of them insisted from the outset that the real relationship between them was
that of friendship, taking the word in its most serious meaning, with everything it implies about

loyalty, companionship, and presumptive equality.Fall turned into winter. Emerson’s journals
show him thinking about Greece, Germany, the French Revolution. Thoreau’s journals run a

parallel course. By February, Thoreau was being invited to “teachers’ meetings” at Emerson’s
and they were taking long walks together. What Thoreau admired in Emerson was the way in
which his ideas took on the tangibleness of natural objects. Emerson, on his side, was delighted
with his young friend’s mind, all keenness and edge. He noted how “everything that boy says
makes merry with society,” and he urged him to write out an account of his college life.66. The

ClassicsWriting about the life of a student could be done two ways. One could concentrate on
the schooling; in Thoreau’s case that would probably have produced satire. Or one could focus

on learning; that would be compelling and exciting, and that was what Thoreau did during the fall

of 1837. He did not produce the essay Emerson was looking for, but from his encounters with
the classics and with modern Germany we can get some idea of what Thoreau was able to carry

away from college.From the time he was twenty Thoreau treated the Greek and Roman classics
in a personal, familiar, often playful way, referring to them as though he himself had just written

them. The new Herderian or Emersonian view of history allowed, indeed, virtually compelled
Thoreau to regard the classics as the still-vital expression of the real world in a living language.

The world of the Iliad was as much his as Homer’s.During his schoolboy years at Concord
Academy, he had studied Virgil (along with Caesar, Sallust, Cicero, and Horace) with Phineas
Allen, and in later years he would read Virgil less for discovery than recovery. At college, during

his first year he read Xenophon and Demosthenes and Aeschines with the generally despised

Christopher Dunkin, and Livy and Horace with Henry McKean and Charles Beck. During his
sophomore and junior years, he read Sophocles, Euripedes, and Homer with Professor Felton,

and Cicero, Seneca, and Juvenal with Beck. This sounds impressive, but it was, of course,

required of all students and was taught in a less than promising atmosphere. Recitations were

merely sessions in which a master heard the day’s lessons of a dozen or so students, “without
comment or collateral instruction,” as a contemporary grimly noted. James Freeman Clarke,
graduating a few years before Thoreau entered, observed that “the faculty were not there to
teach, but to see that boys got their lessons; to explain difficulties or elucidate a text would have

seemed improper.” Thoreau’s interest in classics thus grew almost in defiance of his formal
schooling. But grow it did. By the time Thoreau left college, he had an easy command of Greek

and Latin, a wide acquaintance in classical literature, and some interest in the classical past as
such. He had, for example, read several philosophical and historical romances about Greece

and Rome, such as Thomas Gray’s The Vestal, A Tale of Pompeii (1830) and Lydia Child’s
Philothea (1836) set in Plato’s Greece. He was above all increasingly interested in classical

thought, and he had already learned to think of the classics as having an unaging, perennial
vitality. What he would later write in Walden he already felt to be true. “The heroic books, even if

printed in the character of our mother tongue, will always be in a language dead to degenerate

times.” The real classics were heroic books, always alive to those who were themselves
alive.1This sense of the vitality of the classical past could only have been increased by
Thoreau’s reading during the fall of 1837 in Goethe’s Italian Journey. The book records Goethe’s
unsuppressible excitement as he approaches Rome, heartland of the ancient world, its ability to

touch him unweakened, its achievement undiminished by time.Thoreau’s sense of the nature of

the classical achievement had, that fall, two main emphases. The first is the assertion of the
importance and permanence of nature. In November, reading Virgil—characteristically it was the
Georgics, not the Aeneid—Thoreau was struck by passages about the buds swelling on the
vines and fruit scattered about under the trees. The point, he told himself, was that “it was the

same world.” His second observation followed naturally enough. If Virgil’s was the same world as
ours, then “the same men inhabited it.” Neither nature nor human nature had changed, in
essence, from Virgil’s time to ours. Zeno and the Stoics taught the same thing. In early February

1838, Thoreau noted that “Zeno the stoic stood in precisely the same relation to the world that I
do now.” And reading Homer brought home the same point once more. In early March, Thoreau

wrote in his journal, “Three thousand years and the world so little changed!—The Iliad seems
like a natural sound which has reverberated to our days.”2Thoreau’s conception of history, like

Emerson’s, would not concede any superiority to the Greeks and Romans. If nature was the

same and if men were the same—two constants in a world of social change—then the modern
writer stood in relation to his world in just the same way Homer stood in relation to his, and
modern achievements could indeed rival the ancients. As Thoreau put it later, in “Walking,” “I

walk out into a nature such as the old prophets and poets, Menu, Moses, Homer, Chaucer,

walked in.”3Because he saw history as he did, the classics were not a burden, not the never-tobe equaled achievement of others, but a promise of what he might also achieve. Here too

Emerson showed the way. “They who made England, Italy or Greece venerable in the
imagination,” he insisted in “Self-Reliance,” did so not by traveling, but “by sticking fast where
they were, like an axis of the Earth.” One might write Iliads in Concord, then.In enunciating this

belief in the permanence of nature and of human nature, and the equivalence of all eras—that

any age is a heroic age to the heroic individual—we come to what is perhaps the single most
important set of convictions for the young Thoreau. It was not a creed or a theoretical construct,
but the core of his practical, daily, actual belief. In William James’s phrase, it was the “habitual

center of his personal energies.” Since we are the same men and women as those Greeks and

Romans we so much admire, we may achieve as well as they did if we only will. Nostalgic
adulation of the past is misplaced sentiment. “This lament for a golden age,” Thoreau once said,

“is simply a lament for golden men.” Once he grasped it, once he had seen it squarely in
concrete relation to his own personal life, Thoreau never gave up this belief. In his most eloquent

and moving tribute to the classics, the chapter on “Reading” in Walden, he tried again to

explain:The oldest Egyptian or Hindoo philosopher raised a corner of the veil from the statue of
the divinity; and still the trembling robe remains raised, and I gaze upon as fresh a glory as he
did, since it was I in him that was then so bold, and it is he in me that now reviews the vision.If we

can see as much and as well as they saw, we can also hope to write as well as they wrote. If, as
Thoreau notes in his journal in mid-February of 1838, each of the sons of Greece “created a new

heaven and a new earth for Greece,” there was no compelling reason why each of the sons and
daughters of Concord should not be able to do the same.47. GermanyNew England’s interest in

modern Germany begins around 1812 with Joseph Buckminster’s appointment to Harvard and

Harvard’s subsequent efforts to get some of its young men trained in modern German biblical
scholarship. Bancroft, Ticknor, Cogswell, and Everett each brought back something, though
each shrank from the full implications of the new learning. But with Emerson and his
contemporaries—especially Ripley, Parker, Hedge, and Fuller—German thought and literature

finally reached a wide audience in New England, contributing heavily to shaping the new temper

of mind that came to be called transcendentalism. The very name, coming from German
transcendental idealism, is itself a telling acknowledgment of the affinity the New Englanders felt

for Germany. For Emerson and the circle of liberal intellectuals around him, Kant and Fichte were
simply more important than Locke or Hume or the Scottish Common Sense school in

philosophy; Goethe and Novalis were more important than Wordsworth or Keats in literature,

and the work of Herder, Coleridge (himself strongly influenced by German thought), and
Schleiermacher was more important in theology than Jonathan Edwards and the American

Puritan tradition. One simply could not expect, in 1837, to understand the advanced intellectual
atmosphere of the times without taking up Germany.1Almost unavoidably then, Thoreau took
four terms of German at college, beginning his junior year. Even when he took time off from

college to do practice teaching in Canton, Massachusetts, he kept up with his German, sitting up

late to study in the stimulating company of Orestes Brownson. The excitement Thoreau
associated with the acquisition of German and the sense of new doors opening for him are

attractively caught in his acknowledgment to Brownson that the stay in Canton had marked an
era in his life, “the morning of a new Lebenstag,” as he extravagantly put it. Back in college he

was soon reading and quoting from Friedrich Schlegel’s Lectures on the History of Literature.
His interest in things German grew visibly during his senior year. German studies were

flourishing all around him. Andrews Norton was preparing his massive refutation of German
biblical criticism; Theodore Parker was translating the equally massive masterwork of De Wette,

one of the best of those German critics; Elizabeth Peabody was deep in German historiography
and my thography; Margaret Fuller was translating Eckermann’s Conversations with Goethe; and

Emerson was lecturing that winter and spring of 1837 on the “Philosophy of History,” his title and
many of his ideas coming out of J. G. Herder.2On the same day in early April 1837 that he first
took Emerson’s Nature out of the library, Thoreau also took out Carlyle’s translation of Goethe’s
Wilhelm Meister, the long Bildungsroman that records the gradual growth of the hero away from

his bourgeois world into the world of real ideas, true culture, and honest emotions. Beginning in
late May, Thoreau also went to hear the inaugural lectures on German and Northern literature

given by the newly arrived Professor Longfellow. Longfellow urged the importance of the
Northern languages; he devoted one lecture to the then little-known subject of Anglo-Saxon

literature, and two to Swedish literature. One lecture was a sketch of German literature and no
fewer than three were on the life and writings of Goethe.3Partly because of his own Northern

French and Scottish ancestry, Thoreau felt kinship from the start, a family link, so to speak, with
the Germanic or Northern languages, mythologies, and literatures. They were not, to him,
essentially foreign; they were a part of his admittedly complex birthright. In later years his own

name always seemed to him an only half-playful extension of the name Thor. As his college

career drew to a close, his German studies were among the most vital of his interests; he
became aware of his native language as one of the Northern family of languages. His ambition
to be a poet was articulated by German as well as English ideas and examples, and from

Brownson to Longfellow to Emerson, the interesting people around him were all working

seriously on German texts. That fall, as he began to keep a proper journal, the first book to
appear in Thoreau’s pages was Goethe’s Torquato Tasso; the second was Goethe’s Italian

Journey. No English translation then existed, and over the long winter months, Thoreau worked

his way carefully through the volume.The Italian Journey, still a most attractive introduction to
Goethe, is a loose collection of journal notes and letters detailing with tremendous zest the

eventful, watershed trip to Rome and Sicily from 1786 to 1788, undertaken when Goethe was

thirty-seven, though one would hardly guess it from the almost boyish ebullience of the writing.
The trip was not only a long-deferred quest for the classical heartland of his imagination but a

psychological liberation from his celebrity (he was already a famous poet in Germany) and from
his all-too-public position in Weimar. The book was the record of a pilgrimage of self-discovery—
of the same genre but vastly better than Longfellow’s Outre-Mer—in the guise of a travelogue,

and Thoreau noted the sense of freedom, the thirsting urgency and above all the profound note
of joy with which Goethe set out.He admired Goethe’s ability to combine the romantic view of the
artist with a strong social sense, and he was impressed by Goethe’s descriptive abilities, by how
Goethe did not simply record his feelings about what he saw, but described what he saw

objectively, as though he were “an unconcerned spectator.” It was a major hint for his own
descriptive efforts; no strings of colorful metaphors, no subjective emotionalism, just the thing
itself, a kind of sketching with words.4It is not quite accurate to say flatly that Goethe influenced
Thoreau; no one more resisted influence in the usual sense. But, like Emerson, Goethe showed

Thoreau the path to his own work. Reading Goethe’s account of his Italian trip made Thoreau all
the more eager to start on his own travels and to be about his own work. Standing in Rome,
looking at paintings by Poussin, Claude Lorrain, and Salvator Rosa, Goethe had written, “I shall

never rest until I know that all my ideas are derived, not from hearsay or tradition, but from my

real living contact with the things themselves.” The same was to be true for Thoreau. He might
read things in the books of others, but his important ideas, however parallel to his reading they
might seem, would have to be rooted in personal experience.5An important example of how this

process worked, one of the ideas which stayed with Thoreau for years, has its beginnings this
fall of 1837 in Thoreau’s reading of Goethe. One of the major unifying threads of the Italian
Journey is Goethe’s search for the primitive plant, the “original” plant form that would “explain” all

subsequent botanical change. Goethe had brooded on this subject for years. Finally, he wrote,

“while walking in the Public Garden of Palermo, it came to me in a flash that in the organ of the

plant which we are accustomed to call the leaf lies the true Proteus who can hide or reveal
himself in all vegetal forms. From first to last, the plant is nothing but leaf.”6This is the leading

idea of Goethe’s concept of the metamorphosis of plants, but more than that, it was for Goethe

and it became for Emerson and Thoreau a key to understanding the innermost process of nature
itself. What Emerson so often called “the metamorphosis” and symbolized by “the Proteus” was

more than a natural process; it became for him the master symbol for all natural process. Before

the ideas of evolution and natural selection became our catchall explanation of natural change—
and our all-but-universal and therefore invisible metaphor for social change—the Romantic

generation, from Goethe to Whitman, expressed its conception of the role of change in nature,
quite detached from any notion of progress, in the idea of metamorphosis.Emerson recognized

that Goethe had “suggested the leading idea of modern botany” which he lucidly summarized as

the proposition “that a leaf or the eye of a leaf is the unit of botany, and that every part of a plant
is only a transformed leaf to meet a new condition; and by varying the conditions, a leaf may be

converted into any other organ, and any other organ into a leaf.” What Goethe had been doing
was to look for the law or general principle that would explain a whole field of phenomena. A
sharp frost late in November gave Thoreau his chance to do something similar. Trees, branches,

grasses, everything was suddenly covered with fine ice crystals, a “wonderful ice foliage” which,
Thoreau observed, answered “leaf for leaf to their summer dress.” The ice crystals were not on
the leaves but were themselves freestanding, leaflike formations of ice. Excitedly, Thoreau

records how “it struck me that these ghost leaves and the green ones whose forms they assume,
were the creatures of the same law.”7All through December and January he was on the lookout
for similar formations, and he made numerous entries in his journal about the link between

vegetation and crystallization. It was an exciting connection, this analogy, but more important, it

shows Thoreau, like Goethe, intent on finding the general principles behind particular

occurrences. Goethe, like Emerson—like Virgil, Homer, and the Stoics—was valuable for

Thoreau because he showed him his own way and was an actual example of how it could be
done.There is a quality of excitement and expectation, a kind of intellectual eagerness and
generosity that mark much of Thoreau’s inner life this fall of 1837 and the following winter. By

March he was reading—or at least recalling—Mme de Stael’s Germany (1812), that widely read
introduction to German thought and culture. Mme de Stael ends her book with three strong
chapters on “enthusiasm” which, she said, was the leading, all-important characteristic of the
Germans. It was, in her view, the one indispensable key to the subject. What the Germans had

taught her, they also taught Thoreau: “Thought is nothing without enthusiasm.”88. “Society”In

mid-February of 1838, when Emerson suggested to Thoreau that he write out the history of his
college life, he responded by writing a lecture, not on college life exactly, but on “Society.” Written

in March, and delivered in April, it was his first public lecture and it struck a characteristic note.

Starting with the good Aristotelian position that “man was made for society,” Thoreau wondered if
the time-honored words had not “come to stand for another thing,” almost the opposite of the

original intent, making it necessary “in order to preserve its significance, to write it anew.”

Perhaps, he argued, it should be put “Society was made for Man.” His trick of reversing common
sayings and opinions could be annoying at times, but his point here was not a fractious denial of
the importance of social organizations but simply a reminder to his listeners that society was
only the means to the end of the individual self-fulfillment, and not the other way around.1This

sort of defense of the individual was not new. It was in the most approved Protestant and

Jeffersonian traditions, and it was a stock subject for class exercises when Thoreau was an
undergraduate. In his sophomore year Thoreau had written essays on “We are apt to become
what others think us to be,” and “On what grounds may the forms, ceremonies and restraints of
polite society be objected to?” During his senior year he had written a short essay about the

“duties, inconvenience, and dangers of conformity” which went well beyond the usual lip-service

defense of the individual against social pressure. “The fear of displeasing the world ought not, in

the least, to influence my actions,” he had written, and his final reason had the brevity and
simplicity of conviction. If we do not listen to our conscience, he said, “the principal avenue to
reform would be closed.”2In writing about the dangers of finding one’s personal identity
threatened by social groups, Thoreau was reflecting nothing unusual for a twenty-year-old.
College life unavoidably raised the issue of one’s relation to groups, while life at home also
involved groups of people. Returning to Concord, he found his father’s household had no fewer

than nine people in it. Schoolteaching in Concord’s one-room schools was anything but solitary,
and even the evenings at Emerson’s were apt to be crowded. What is really remarkable about

Thoreau’s ideas on society at this point in his life is that he isn’t more insistent in his selfassertion. His journal comments and his lecture both contain a surprisingly strong streak in

praise of society and social impulses. He quotes Goethe approvingly on the need for getting
beyond one’s private circle and in touch with one’s country and the larger world. “Heroes,” he
noted in December, “are famous or infamous because the progress of events has chosen to
make them its stepping stones.” Reflecting in March on what a man should do, he commented
that, at the least, “he may not impose on his fellows.”3Indeed, however much the circle around

Emerson was in favor of individual effort, it was not in fact antisociety. Emerson himself only
attacked conformity when it was a question of “conforming to usages which are dead to you,”
and his only reason for objecting at all even to such conformity was that “it scatters your force.”
Neither he nor the others objected to one’s conforming to usages he or she believed in. In fact,

transcendentalism itself had a submerged vein of collectivism. It was characteristic of these
Americans to urge individualism as the best means of social reform, and not just as self-

aggrandizement or a narrow self-culture. In this they differed from the Germans, whose Bildung
was a self-justifying concept of self-culture which Thomas Mann has complained led Germans
who espoused it away from, rather than toward, political or social action. It is remarkable that

most of the best known American transcendentalists became social or political activists:
Theodore Parker in the antislavery movement, Margaret Fuller in feminism and in the Roman

Revolution of 1848, George Ripley in the Brook Farm communitarian experiment, Bronson Alcott

in teaching reform and organic farming, and Elizabeth Peabody in a host of causes including the
establishment of kindergartens in the United States and the defense of the American Indians.

Thoreau himself became an active and early supporter of John Brown, and even Emerson was
far warmer and more active in the antislavery movement than most of those who mocked

transcendentalists for having their heads in the clouds. If indeed they did, the clouds were more
apt to be storm clouds of revolt than wisps of antisocial daydreaming.4From the scraps that
remain of Thoreau’s April lecture, it is plain that he was talking not so much against society, but

in favor of a finer and rarely realized kind of society or association. His tart jokes show more
disappointment than disillusion as he describes a young man entering society. “With a beating
heart he fares him forth, by the light of the stars, to this meeting of gods. But the illusion speedily

vanishes; what at first seemed to him nectar and ambrosia, is discovered to be plain bohea

[cheapest of the common China teas] and short ginger bread.” Here, as so often, Thoreau is so

quick to see through society, it almost seems as if he expected to. But while he could make wry

comments on how society falls below our expectations of it, he could also make jokes about the
self-pitying outsider. When it is a man’s own look that “curdles all hearts,” he said, “let him not

complain of a sour reception.”5He pointed out that it was “in obedience to an instinct of their
nature” that men had built and planted close to one another, but the trouble was that “they have

not associated, they have only assembled.” “Association” was a loaded word, soon to be very
much in vogue as dozens of reform communities sprang up around the country. Thoreau invokes
the word to show that what he really wants is not less society but a truer association of people,

not just people in crowds, but groups of individuals who are friends. Indeed, Thoreau talked
about truly valuable social relations in the same charged and emotional language he used for

the subjects of love and friendship. Society was even important to his intellectual life. “In society,”

he wrote, “all the inspiration of my lonely hours seems to flow back on me, and then first have
expression.”6As both journal and lecture make clear, Thoreau’s main point about society this

spring of 1838 is not a rejection of human society, not a repudiation of one’s place in society, not

even a denial of the importance of society. He was, of course, disappointed that society was no
more satisfying than it was. But beyond that, his clever barbs and funny remarks are aimed not
against society itself but against what may be called “social determinism.” The danger in setting

society at a higher value than the individual, the trouble with encouraging people to identify
themselves primarily with some group, was that it then became easy to transfer the blame for

one’s own shortcomings to that group. If one looked to society for one’s identity and one’s

satisfactions, then surely society should be held accountable for one’s dissatisfactions, lack of
identity, alienation. Emerson had already set himself against this view, and Thoreau was now
thinking along the same line. “Man is the artificer of his own happiness,” he bluntly declared to
his journal in January. “Let him beware how he complains of the disposition of circumstances, for
it is his own disposition he blames.” This is not a defiant antisocial outburst nor a budding

misanthropy. It is simply a refusal to blame others, or conditions, or society, for one’s own
failures. And if society can’t be blamed for the bad, why should it be given credit for the good?

Thoreau told his April audience at the Lyceum that if enough people only felt that they were in
actual fact responsible for their own happiness, and would work to improve their own selves,
then “society” would inevitably improve. Concord itself might even improve.79. Concord

SchoolmasterLecturing before an adult audience was a new undertaking for Thoreau. His usual

relationship to his town was, in this period right out of college, that of a schoolteacher. It was,
after all, what he had prepared for at college. He had done a short teaching stint in Canton his
junior year, and it had gone well enough so that he was able to ask Brownson for further help

later on. Upon graduation, his classmates had dispersed according to the still familiar pattern:

some to law school, some to divinity school, one to a position as “graduate resident” at Harvard,

and several into school teaching.Thoreau’s first real job was a piece of amazing good fortune.
He was offered one of the two principal positions in the Concord Public School system, the

position at the large Center Grammar School, at a salary of $500 a year. This was better than the
$340 salary of the new assistant minister, the Reverend Mr. Frost at the First Parish, and not far
below that of the eminent and venerable Dr. Ripley, the aging minister of the First Church, whose

salary was $600 a year plus a house and $150 worth of cordwood.1Concord’s school system
was made up at this time of seven districts, with eight schools for boys and eight for girls. The
school budget for 1837–38 was $2,132.55, easily the major town expense. (Support of the poor

came next at $800 a year, followed by roads and bridges.) There were male and female teachers
in each of the seven districts, the man usually making $100 or so, the woman usually making
about $40. The Center district—Thoreau’s—had two male teachers, two female teachers, and
over three hundred students. Thoreau himself was solely responsible for a hundred pupils. Of

the twenty or so teachers employed by Concord, then, Thoreau had one of the two best paid
positions. The pay was high because the responsibilities were heavy.2Conditions in the schools

were poor at best. Though the schools weighed heavily in the town budget, Concord’s support
was behind that of towns such as Brookline. The assortment of one-room schools had mostly

been built in the very early years of the nineteenth century, and they had evolved into rough
places. Students came home black and blue from fighting among themselves and from the
physical discipline of the teachers. As a result, a private academy had been set up in Concord in

1822 so that serious, college-bound students could get a decent education. Thoreau and his
brother, John, both attended Concord Academy rather than the public schools. But after college,

it was to the public system that Thoreau returned, and in a very public, very exposed
position.3The schools themselves had “not a particle of paint on the interior of one except the
Centre,” according to a school report of a few years later. “There is not,” the report goes on, “a

foot of playground or a tree around one. They all stand on and open directly to the street. When
the school is out, there is no other place for the scholars but the middle of the street.” The
schools had next to no equipment. One or two had a few large maps. “As to apparatus, there is

nothing worthy of the name in any schoolroom.” The schools were heated by stoves, which were
a constant problem. The rooms were sometimes near freezing, sometimes heated to 120

degrees, and often full of smoke. Ventilation was primitive. The school board once seriously

entertained the idea that the general stuffiness and lack of oxygen were accountable for the slow
wits of the students, and one report declares, with touching fervor, that “the first and most sacred

duty of every teacher is to atttend to the temperature and ventilation of the schoolroom.”4Attendance was another major headache. Better in the winter term than the summer, it

averaged two-thirds of the enrolled students, which meant that most students stayed away one

day out of three. In the face of all this, the school board was not unreasonably convinced that
strict discipline was essential. It may have been only the disciplinary problem that led the twenty-

year-old Thoreau to quit his position, or it may be that he found the whole enterprise of trying to

handle a stuffy roomful of between fifty and a hundred young boys more than he had bargained
for. Writing to Orestes Brownson in December, some months after the incident, Thoreau

stressed that he was now seeking a position “as teacher of a small school, or assistant in a large

one.” His position as chief teacher in Concord’s largest school—more than half the size of

Harvard College itself—may simply have been more than he could manage.5At any rate,

Thoreau left the job less than two weeks into the term. He still thought of himself as a teacher,

however, and he went right to work to look for another position. And, however fond he was of
Concord, he was perfectly willing to leave it for almost anywhere he could get a job. He had good

recommendations. Emerson, President Quincy, and Brownson were willing to write on his behalf,
and despite the public school incident, he had backers among Concord’s most respected
citizens. Thoreau inquired after jobs in Taunton, Massachusetts, in upstate New York, and in

Alexandria, Virginia. In March he got wind of a large number of openings in the West—meaning

Kentucky and thereabouts—and he was writing to his brother, then teaching in Taunton, about
joining him in a job-seeking trip. Thoreau was full of enthusiasm and verve and evidently eager

to get on with his calling and have a little adventure while doing it. “I wish you would write soon
about this,” he told John. “It is high season to start. The canals are now open, and travelling

comparatively cheap. I think I can borrow the cash in this town. There’s nothing like

trying.”6Nothing came of these ventures, but he kept at it. In early May he set out to look for
teaching jobs in Maine. He started by steamer from Boston, passing Gloucester’s Eastern Point

and Cape Ann. It was his first real trip on the ocean, and he stayed up late, sgeasick, but

determined to see everything. He watched the lights and the land slip by under a bright moon.
The water route was still the most practical way to get to Maine in a hurry. The steamer left him at

Portland, and in the next few days he went through Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell,
Augusta, China, Bangor, Oldtown, Belfast, Castine, and thence back via Belfast, Thomaston,

and Bath to Pgortland. There were no teaching jobs, but he had glimpsed some grand country,

including Penobscot Bay, which he had crossed and recrossed, by sail and by steam, and while

coastal Maine was mostly cleared farmland in those days, there were great dark woods up in the
interior, stretching hundreds of miles to Canada, with huge trees still bearing the king’s seal

(selected back before the revolution to be used for masts) up beyond Katahdin. Thoreau met an

Indian at Oldtown, the most communicative man he met on this visit to taciturn Maine. Pointing
up the Penobscot River, the Indian observed, “Two or three miles up the river one beautiful

country.”7Up there was what had long since disappeared from Massachusetts—the real
wilderness of uncut forests, lakes without cabins, and undammed streams. Up past the logging
camps, where the rivers got smaller, there was country few white men had ever seen. The lure of

Maine’s backcountry, once felt, was not easily let go. Thoreau had had a sniff. He would come

back again. But for now, there were no jobs, and he was a teacher, not a backwoodsman, so
home he went to Concord, and he did what might have been predicted. Finding no jobs in the

public schools, he opened a small private academy of his own. Instead of a hundred he now had
four students, with some prospect of a fifth. He taught from eight to twelve and from two to four.
After that, he wrote John, “I read a little Greek or English, or for variety, take a stroll in the fields.”

It was a pleasant life, the summer fields were fuller than usual of berries that year, and his

brother would soon be joining him in his attempt to run a school the right way. He was at last

doing something about making a living, albeit a very small one. He was respectably employed,
but even now, his mind was very much on other things.810. PoetrySchoolteaching was all very
well for the moment. It was, at least, a practical response to the nagging question of vocation

(“What may a man do and not be ashamed of it? He may not do nothing, surely.”). He was
determined to make his own way, he refused to “impose on his fellows,” but teaching only took
care of feeding and clothing the outer man. Thoreau never thought of it as his life’s work. What

he really wanted to do was write. Lecturing was indeed a form of writing and there was a good
deal of useful discipline involved in writing for a specific audience. There was also the example
of Emerson, a practiced, fluent, effective speaker, much in demand and able to make $500 a

year from lecturing. Lecturing was writing that might eventually pay well, but, at age twenty, what

Thoreau really wanted to write was poetry.1Back in his sophomore year, he had read
Longfellow’s Outre-Mer, and from that rambling travelogue Thoreau carefully extracted the

interesting things Longfellow had to say about poetry. What Thoreau selected is a virtual
“Defense of Poetry” by Longfellow. Longfellow’s interest in medieval European poetry, heroic

sagas, romances, and ballads was the chief, indeed the only thing of interest to Thoreau in the
book. By the fall of his senior year, he was filling sheet after sheet of paper with long lists,

phrases culled from Shakespeare, Dryden, Waller, and most of all, Milton. The lists, clearly not

intended for college exercises, are the worksheets of a journeyman poet. He was learning most
from Milton’s adjectival practices, his ever-fresh ways to qualify things, “Fuming rill,” “towering

eagle,” “rushing sound of onset,” “Barbarous dissonance.”2Also in the spring and summer of his
senior year came Longfellow’s lectures on Northern literature, on Anglo-Saxon poetry, on

English medieval poetry, and on Goethe. Here, as always, Longfellow concentrated on poetry,
giving special emphasis to the early, the primitive, and the heroic.3Thoreau’s earliest poems

reflect the very different kinds of verse he admired at the time. In some early efforts he worked to
make phrases about Musketaquid, the Indian name for Concord River. But the native strain, if

one may call it that, was quite absent from such a poem as “Godfrey of Boulogne,” a Tassoderived romantic crusader ballad that recalls both Longfellow and Mrs. Hemans: “The moon

hung low o’er Provence vales, / ’Twas night upon the sea.” Another early effort is one which
Thoreau as a college senior wrote out, wrapped round a bunch of flowers, and tossed through

the window of Lucy Brown, a Concord lady—older than Thoreau—and sister of Emerson’s wife.
There is some doubt as to which of Thoreau’s poems was thus delivered. If, as seems likely, it
was the one originally called “Sic Vita,” but later retitled “Life is a Summer’s Day,” the gesture was

more interesting than the verse.4Yet another early poem, the “Speech of a Saxon Ealderman,”

which came directly out of an Anglo-Saxon original Thoreau had found in Joseph Bos worth’s
The Elements of Anglo Saxon Grammar (London, 1823), shows Thoreau’s interest in the rough

textures, the thew and sinew of the old English, and his Coleridgean skill at recreating the
simplicity and directness of the old short line: “The hall is swept, / The table set, / And anxious
guests are there.”5He also experimented with a smoother, more conventional, more latinate kind

of romantic ballad. He was capable at this point of such atrocious rhymes as “streamlet” and

“beamlet,” but he also showed a genuine flair for the short-lined ballad measure:Like torrents of

the mountainWe’ve coursed along the lea,From many a crystal fountainToward the far-distant
sea.Thoreau was at his best at oral forms, and his early notebooks are filled with medieval and

Renaissance ballads and songs. His early poems suggest performance; they invariably sound

better read aloud than they look on the page.6Thoreau’s first poems show an emerging romantic
—not a transcendentalist—poet with an ear for Old English and for Milton, and with a strong

leaning toward the stark strength and lyric brevity of early medieval verse. The summer of his
senior year and that first fall back in Concord after college, Thoreau was reading Sidney’s

Defense of Poesie, excerpting Goethe’s Tasso on the nature of the poet, and translating—rather

flatly, it must be said—some of Goethe’s own verse. By the following spring, however, he was

back working on his own poetry again.He produced now one remarkable poem about love and
friendship. Called simply “Friendship,” it is a moving, outspoken expression of obviously strong
feelings: “I think awhile of Love, and while I think, / Love is to me a world.” Emerson remarked
later that Thoreau’s biography was in his verses, and indeed his feelings are more often exposed
in his poetry than anywhere else. The poem may be about his feelings for his brother John or it

may be about his new relationship with Emerson. In either case, the depth of his intense
admiring friendship comes clearly through the Herbertian simplicity of line, the Renaissance

clarity of diction:Two sturdy oaks I mean, which side by side,Withstand the winter’s storm,And
spite of wind and tide,Grow up the meadow’s pride,For both are strong.7Perhaps in response to
some of Emerson’s new ideas about its being “not metres but a metre-making argument that
makes a poem,” Thoreau began experimenting with a more modern diction reminding one now

of Gray, now of Bryant. “The cliffs and springs” is an account of how a bird’s song entices him out
of the actual world so that he no longer feels the pull of “time or place, nor faintest trace / Of

earth.” Now, “the landscape’s shimmer is my only space, / Sole remnant of a world.” Reminiscent
of Keats’s great “Ode to a Nightingale,” Thoreau’s poem can be read as a first reaching for the

transcendental dialectic of the real and the ideal, or the real and the imagined. Typically for

Thoreau, the real is what endures at the end of the poem: “And I walk once more confounded a
denizen of earth.”8The poetry of the spring of 1838 shows Thoreau trying, with some success, to
adapt elements of the English tradition to Concord settings and personal themes. “The

Bluebirds” fits the ballad form to Concord, and it has some perfect lyrical lines of an almost
Goethean simplicity. “They seemed to come from the distant south, / Just over the Walden

wood.” There is also a Walden poem in Thoreau’s Bryant-voice this spring, the beginnings of a
poem, later published, on “Inspiration,” and an interesting effort to fit the heroic couplet to a
homely Concord theme in a poem called “May Morning.” The last of these is revealing testimony

to Thoreau’s sense of the conflict between life in the schoolroom and the splendid, open-air,
poetry-breeding experiences of nature and springtime. The poem begins “The school boy

loitered on his way to school, / Scorning to live so rare a day by rule.” The workaday world of
school and village life is like a sleep, but the poem ends with a joyous rush of “consciousness

returning fast,” an awakening to the full daylight sky:My eyelids opened on a field of blue,For

close above a nodding violet grew,A part of heaven it seemed, which one could scent,Its blue

commingling with the firmament.9In 1839, Emerson praised with generous effusiveness some of

Thoreau’s early poetry as “the purest strain, and the loftiest, I think, that has yet pealed from this
unpoetic American forest.” What Emerson was recognizing in Thoreau was a strain not to be
found in Bryant or Longfellow, a strain he himself sometimes tried for. There are, among

Emerson’s own poems, some short quatrains with compressed, energetic, surprising lines that
make Emily Dickinson’s expressed debt to him plausible. Emerson’s:To clothe the fiery thoughtIn

simple words succeeds,For still the craft of genius isTo mask a king in weeds.or his “The sea is

the road of the bold / Frontier of the wheat-sown plain” are very close, not only to Emily
Dickinson but to the best of Thoreau’s early work. In addition to lines already cited, Thoreau
could write such things as the following snatch, combining a sense of romantic longing and

descriptive concreteness, and its terrific, cold, last line:I am bound, I am bound, for a distant

shore,By a lonely isle, by a far Azore,There it is, there it is, the treasure I seek,On the barren
sands of a desolate creek.There is here a bleached-bone simplicity, a wavelike rhythm and a
clean narrative tone the total effect of which is not to be matched until much later in the poems of

John Masefield. The lines have the unmistakable tone of experienced emotion, and it seems, in

Thoreau’s phrase, that “the poem is drawn out from under the feet of the poet—his whole weight
has rested on this ground.” With this sort of start, and with his willingness to work hard at it,
surely Thoreau was justified in thinking of himself as a poet. Emerson may have overpraised the
early work, but his encouraging judgment was more challenge than charity. And who, in 1838,

save Poe and Emerson himself, was writing better poetry in America?10II. 1838–1840The
Ethical Imperatives of Transcendentalism11. Summer and Fall 1838THROUGH THE SUMMER
AND fall of 1838, Thoreau taught in his modest school and wrote letters about teaching to his

brother, John, and his sister, Helen, both of whom were also teaching at the time. In October,

although he was still applying for better-paying teaching positions elsewhere, he was beginning
to be a part of Concord life, being elected secretary of the Concord Lyceum, the organization
responsible for setting up the town’s annual lecture series.His efforts at formal writing this fall are

mostly failures, partly because he was experimenting. Trying to make poetry out of the
commonest stuff, and trying also to inject a little humor into it, he succeeded only in producing

some awkwardly humorous verses about his unwaterproofed boots (“Anon with gaping
fearlessness they quaff / The dewy nectar with a natural thirst”). Toward the end of December he
began to hit a more promising vein in translations and imitations of Anacreon. “Along the leaves,

along the branches, / The fruit, bending them down, flourishes.” Again the classics showed him

the way to his own local material.1Also in December he was writing an essay on “Sound and
Silence.” His journal, from the earliest entries, records his unusual attentiveness to sounds of all
kinds, the sound of a storm, a piano playing “The Battle of Prague,” noises made by ice, church

bells, crickets, evening revelry, cocks crowing. Whether of harmony or discord, Concord and its
countryside were full of noises. Thoreau speaks continually—and longingly—of the desirability

of a quiet life. But his essay scraps for “Sound and Silence” lack the personal and homely touch

of the journal entries, running instead to ornate Elizabethan rhythm and euphuistic paradox (“as

the truest Society approaches always nearer to Solitude, so the most excellent Speech finally
falls into Silence”). Despite—or perhaps because of—familiar echoes from Shakespeare

(“Silence is . . . balm to our every chagrin”), Thoreau’s prose here is simply not very good; it is

mannered, “literary” in the worst sense, and dogged by a persistent, mechanical perversity of

paradox. “The orator . . . is then most eloquent when most silent. He listens while he speaks—
and is a hearer along with his audience.” There is, of course, a point here, that silence is
necessary to a real appreciation of sound and that we sometimes have too little silence in our

lives. The simple fact is that Thoreau has now abandoned the conventional Addisonian prose he
was taught at school, but has not yet found his own voice. The language then of the “Sound and

Silence” fragments is weak and soft, but it shows Thoreau’s growing interest in the subjective
side of literature, in the reader’s response to the text. Thoreau is already fascinated by the way

readers respond to direct narration, to what the French call recit, the told story, to what we hear
in the narrator’s own authenticating voice.2“In all epics,” writes Thoreau, “when after breathless

attention, we come to the significant words, ‘he said,’ then especially our inmost man is
addressed. We not unfrequently refer the interest which belongs to our own unwritten sequel—to

the written and comparatively lifeless page.” Emerson once noted that the reason the young
Thoreau put every statement in a paradox was “the habit of a realist to find things the reverse of

their appearance.” Here, however, mere stylistic paradox gives way to fresh insight, seeing
things in new combinations. Thoreau emphasizes the effect of reading on action and on what

happens when we allow the process to be reversed, and we allow a text to usurp and redirect
energies that should go into living.3All through this summer and fall, Thoreau’s journal style is

more expressive—more relaxed and concrete—than his formal writing, whether of prose or

verse. Over and over, his journal succeeds in catching and registering vivid moments of strong
inner excitement, his fundamental and all-important openness to experience. His “May Morning”

poem had spoken of a literal awakening, of “consciousness returning fast,” to a world in which
the blue of a flower merged with the blue of the sky. A poem of July, “Cliffs,” is about one of those

hushed, still moments of summer and the accompanying sense of ecstatic enjoyment that lies
deeper than the simple rapture of the senses. Reading Homer and applying it to his own life, he

was looking for a present-day nineteenth-century equivalent of the old Homeric bravery, and

noted in his journal on the day after his twenty-first birthday, “there are in each the seeds of a
heroic ardor, which need only to be stirred in with the soil where they lie.” And instead of
doubting whether truth could be known or deprecating his own point of view, he boldly

embraced the subjectivity that enabled him to affirm both. “Whatever of past or present wisdom

has published itself to the world, is palpable falsehood till it come and utter itself by my
side.”4Thoreau would not quite be able to settle for this as a philosophical principle—things

would soon seem much more complicated—but he never lost the self-confidence, the almost

visceral sureness of tone which came from his initial ability to simply accept himself and his own
life as his only possible starting point. By August he was finding, and more important, could

express his discovery—like that of Kant and Emerson—that the mere fact of consciousness was
itself the best beginning one could want. In a passage recalling the famous “transparent eyeball”
experience Emerson describes in Nature, Thoreau writes:If with closed ears and eyes I consult

consciousness for a moment—immediately are all walls and barriers dissipated—earth rolls
from under me, and I float, by the impetus derived from the earth and the system—a subjective—

heavily laden thought, in the midst of an unknown and infinite sea.5During this summer and fall,

he was more awake, more conscious of his own powers, more aware of himself and his

surroundings. He saw things with new clarity and new intensity. “For the first time,” he writes on
September 5, “it occurred to me this afternoon what a piece of wonder a river is—A huge volume
of matter ceaselessly rolling through the fields and meadows of this substantial earth.” He knew
too that it was, often, a matter of sheer physical exhilaration. “How unaccountable,” he mused,

eleven days later, “the flow of spirits in youth.”6Thoreau’s heightened self-awareness went hand
in hand with a heightened awareness of nature. The former led to a new awareness of the power
that comes from unfettered self-acceptance; the latter began to demand expression in religious

terms. Thoreau’s recorded comments this year show a certain disdainful impatience with
institutional religion, particularly Christianity. He finds divine service in the Academy Hall mere

“weeping and wailing,” church bells “wonderfully condescending,” and his list of the “oldest

books” (Homer, the Zendavesta, Confucius) pointedly excludes the Bible. But his running quarrel

with Christianity should not be read as the mark of an irreligious or scoffing nature, and his
feelings toward the natural world frequently compelled him to use sacred terminology. What is
remarkable, and was to become characteristic, is that from now on, he almost always preferred
to seek in Greek and Roman religion rather than in Christianity for his religious ideas, terms, and

emotions. Commenting on a glorious, warm, quiet September afternoon, and trying to express

his sense of profound contentment and the protective, nurturing, warming quality of the day, he

borrowed the Latin word for nourishing, fair, gracious, and kind, a word often applied to Ceres,

and gave it a new application. “Day and night seem henceforth but accidents—and the time is

always a still even tide, and as the close of a happy day. . . . I know of no word so fit to express
this disposition of Nature as Alma Natural.”712. The Eye of Henry ThoreauFrom the beginning,

Thoreau’s writing was marked by an intense interest in the wonders, not of the invisible, but of

the visible world. “How much virtue there is in simply seeing,” he once wrote. Like Emerson he
used the language of vision deliberately and habitually, and like Emerson he believed that the
poet’s function was to “pierce this rotten diction” of stale phrase and dead metaphor, “and fasten
words again to visible things.” A good part of Thoreau’s enterprise as a writer was finding ways to

translate what he saw into words.1Given this interest, it may at first seem odd that Thoreau,
unlike, say, Hawthorne, took so little interest in photography, the new art which was being
invented while he was in college, and which spread very rapidly in the next few years. We tend
now to associate Thoreau with a certain kind of nature photography, due in large part to the

loving labor of conservationist-photographers from Herbert Gleason to Eliot Porter, but

Thoreau’s own vision of nature did not lead him either to photography or even to the language of

photography. We find instead a continuing interest in painting, a knowledgeable use of the

terminology of painting and a way of seeing nature that has much in common with the great
schools of mid-nineteenth-century American landscape painting, the Hudson River school and

the Luminist school.2There was a surprising availability of good painting in Boston during the
years when Thoreau was a young man, even if it was a recent development. The Boston
Athenaeum, then on Pearl Street, had been mounting annual exhibitions since 1827. Between

1833 and 1837—Thoreau’s college years—one could have seen paintings in the Athenaeum by
Turner, Poussin, Rembrandt, Guido Reni, Salvator Rosa, Titian, and Velázquez, to name only

the best known of the hundreds of artists whose work was shown. And while many of these
European pictures were copies, there was also, and more important, a profusion of original
canvases by American painters. During the same four-year period, one could have seen

numerous works by Cole, Copley, Allston, Durand, Inman, Mount, Quidor, Stuart, Sully, and
West. (In later years all the great Luminist painters—Lane, Heade, Kensett, Gifford, and Church

—exhibited at the Athenaeum, and there were special shows for Cole’s Course of Empire in

1854 and Church’s Andes of Ecuador in 1855.)3In 1834 a second, rival gallery opened in
Boston, and by 1838 the Athenaeum was responding to competition by putting on such special
shows as a lithographic collection of masterpieces from Dresden and the first exhibition of John

James Audubon’s Birds of America. Art was very popular in Boston, in Cambridge, and even in
Concord. Washington Allston had moved to Cambridge in 1830, where he labored on his vast,
stalled Feast of Belshazzar. Courses in drawing were introduced at many schools in the 1840s.

Every family had someone with a “gift” for drawing. One of the Alcott girls sketched, as did
Thoreau’s sister, Sophia. Prudence Ward, who boarded with the Thoreaus for years, did

watercolors, while Sophia Peabody Hawthorne actually had a picture in the Athenaeum

exhibition in 1834. Hawthorne himself took a keen interest in art, writing about it in numerous

tales and sketches as well as in The Marble Faun; Hawthorne’s workroom had the Apollo
Belvedere on one side and Raphael’s Transfiguration on the other side. Emerson had brought

back from Italy a rich appreciation of its art, some copies of Michelangelo’s work, and a taste for
drawings.4Thoreau’s firsthand acquaintance with art, as with music, was no doubt limited, but
his interest is evident. He was familiar with Burke’s “A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our
Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful” from 1837 on, and he comments in 1839 on having seen
some “illuminated” pictures. In 1840 he is referring in familiar terms to Guido Reni and Titian. His

interest in Goethe extended to Goethe’s own interest in art. Goethe himself sketched; the Italian

Journey is full of talk about art, and he is very articulate about the problem of verbal descriptions
of visual phenomena. Thoreau carefully noted Goethe’s exactness, his detachment, his knack of
keeping his own reflections out of the way. Longfellow’s lectures on Goethe at Harvard had
called attention to Goethe’s visual quality. “Every thing makes a picture in his mind,” Longfellow

said. “He begins to sketch from nature, all that strikes his imagination. In this way he acquired a

habit of close observation of external objects, looking at them not singly and in detail, but
grouping them together, so as to form pictures.”5Thoreau was also alert to the visual qualities of

Homer and Virgil. Often it is literally the visual appeal of the images, as in “iam laeto turgent in
palmite gemmae” (already the buds are swelling on the happy vine sprouts). Also, from early on,

he used terms from painting, being particularly open to “picturesque” elements in the landscape.

His own early efforts at scenic description are, however, remarkably inept. Abstract and wordy,

they are loaded with scene-killing comparisons that cannot be visualized. “First we have the grey
twilight of the poets, with dark and barry clouds diverging to the zenith.” But even in such
botches, it can, I think, be seen that Thoreau wanted qualities beyond the simply pictorial in his

landscapes. Hawthorne’s son, Julian, commented in his Memoirs that he didn’t think
Thoreaucared much for what is called the beauties of nature; it was her way of working, her

mystery, her economy in extravagance; he delighted to trace her footsteps toward their source,

and to watch her growths and developments. . . . But of color or form as valued by artists I
doubt whether he took heed.6It is true that Thoreau always saw nature more as force, process,

or energy than as mere picture, but he did not neglect the language of art as much as Julian
Hawthorne suggests. If he rarely was interested in the kind of tame representations conveyed by

the term photographic used in a pejorative sense, he was always alert both to art and to the

language of art, to the terms that described effects, and to verbal equivalents of visual scenes.
He delighted in the unplanned symmetries of inkblot drawings. He was interested in the art of

seeing. At the start of “Sunday” in a Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers he would talk
about objects that required “a separate intention of the eye.” Later he would eagerly read such

writers as Ruskin and Gilpin, whose work starts from the often ignored fact that the uneducated

eye simply does not notice most of what is in front of it. Until our attention is called to this detail
or that feature, we rarely scrutinize our surroundings, “in the full, clear sense of the word, we do
not see.”7Thoreau’s most interesting visual writing comes not when he is being most pictorial,

most representational, most “photographic,” but when he can use the visual scene to convey his
awareness of the energy behind nature, creating and animating the scene we see, or when he

describes a scene in such a way as to draw out or articulate the feelings of the observer. At the
end of the great essay on “Walking,” he describes a sunset with such skill that the writer’s sense
of wonder is kindled anew in the reader.We had a remarkable sunset one day last November. I

was walking in a meadow, the source of a small brook, when the sun at last, just before setting,
after a cold gray day, reached a clear stratum in the horizon, and the softest, brightest morning
sunlight fell on the dry grass and on the stems of the trees in the opposite horizon, and on the
leaves of the shrub-oaks on the hill-side, while our shadows stretched long over the meadow

eastward, as if we were the only motes in its beams. It was such a light as we could not have
imagined a moment before, and the air was so warm and serene that nothing was wanting to
make a paradise of that meadow.The light and the warmth here surround the reader-walker. By

concentrating on process as well as scene Thoreau makes us feel nature as well as see it.813.
Self-CultureConcord in the 1830s and 1840s—Emerson’s Concord—was to America what
Goethe’s Weimar had been to Germany. In each case, a small if not humble society came to
have enormous moral and intellectual importance for a country, coming eventually to symbolize

the best of the national culture. And both Concord and Weimar owed that central and symbolic

importance to their productive interest in what John Stuart Mill called “the culture of the inward

man.” Concord was acutely aware that it was following Weimar in this interest; nothing Emerson
and his friends took from Goethe’s Germany was more important than the concept of
Bildung.Bildung, or personal culture, is, in Thomas Mann’s fine account, “a specifically German

Idea. It comes from Goethe, it got from him the connection with the plastic arts, the sense of

freedom, civilized outlook and worship of life . . . and through Goethe this idea was elevated
into an educational principle as in no other nation.” The idea of personal culture is quite different

both from Matthew Arnold’s normative public concept of culture as “the best that has been

thought and said,” and from the anthropological use of the word culture to mean the habits and

customs of any distinct social or ethnic group. The essentially individualistic inwardness of
personal culture may owe something to the eighteenth-century revival of Stoic thought. As a
recent commentator notes, “The notion of stoical self-respect, of inner freedom, the ‘No man

need say “I must”’ of Lessing, was of course one of the central ideas of the German

Enlightenment.”1With Goethe and with Wilhelm von Humboldt these ideas developed into a
coherent and persuasive concept of the proper cultivation and development of the self.The

inwardness, the culture [Bildung] of a German implies introspectiveness; an individualistic
cultural conscience; consideration for the careful tending, the shaping, deepening, and

perfecting of one’s own personality . . . subjectiveness in the things of the mind . . . given to
autobiographical confession and deeply personal.2Professor Longfellow’s lectures at Harvard

had emphasized Goethe’s pursuit of personal culture, using the term that would become

standard in America: self-culture. “Self-culture . . . was Goethe’s great study from youth to age,”
Longfellow said, and the result of this pursuit was that eventually he “became like the athlete of
ancient story, drawing all his strength from earth. His model was the perfect man, as man; living,

moving, laboring upon earth in the sweat of his brow. . . . He beheld beauty in everything and

God in everything. This was his religion, to busy himself with the present; fulfilling his destiny,
Like a star / without haste / but without rest.”3An interest in self-culture also marks Margaret

Fuller’s writing on Goethe, and the idea and the phrase came to have wide currency in America

during the 1830s and 1840s. Frederic Hedge wrote an essay on self-culture. Horace Greeley
had a talk he called “Self-culture”; so did William Ellery Channing. The latter, given in 1838,

argues that self-culture is possible because we have the power of “acting on, determining, and
forming ourselves,” and he stresses the fact behind the metaphor. “To cultivate any thing, be it a
plant, an animal, a mind, is to make grow. Growth, expression, is the end.”4But it is principally in

Emerson’s writings that the German concept of self-culture was taken over and reworked into
the still-familiar American emphasis on self-reliance and self-improvement. Emerson had, in fact,

been writing on the subject since at least 1828, long before his serious encounter with Goethe,

and in the titles of some of his early sermons we can see how deeply he was interested in the
problem of self-development. In October of 1828 he first preached on “Self-Direction and Self-

Command,” in November on “Self-Knowledge and Self-Mastery.” In May of 1829 he spoke on

“Cultivating the Mind,” in August on “Self-Command.” In September of 1830 his topic was “Self-

Culture,” in December “Trust Yourself.” In July of 1831 he talked on “Limits of Self-Reliance,” and

in the following February on “Self-Improvement,” a favorite sermon he was to repeat fourteen
times over the next four years.5
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Beausun, “Wonderful and a privilege. I’ve read a few books about Thoreau but always put this

one back on the library shelf as being too long and detailed, considering the amount of time
available to me for reading it. Now retired, and finding it as a Kindle option, I have read it. It is
wonderfully written and a privilege to read, as it gives lucid and intimate access to the

developing thoughts and feelings throughout his life of an independent and deeply human
American philosopher, poet, scientist, adventurer, and friend to his community. Sadly, I went
back to the library to enjoy the pleasure of reading passages on the printed page and found that
this acknowledged classic of Thoreauvian scholarship has been culled from the library shelves.”

taylor storey, “A little long...but well-written. Great book for someone interested in Thoreau. It

starts with his college years, so unfortunately nothing of his childhood is included. It is pretty
long, took me a few months to get through it all. It does have the benefit of short chapters.

However, if you aren't fully committed to the time needed to devour this one, I would recommend

"Henry Thoreau As Remembered By A Young Friend" By Edward Waldo Emerson. Much shorter
(maybe 50 pages total?), it gives a little bit of an overview of Thoreau's life and the significance it

had/has. Ralph Waldo Emerson also wrote a 12 page essay about Thoreau that could be
valuable.There is a lot in this book about what he read and what he was interested in throughout
the book. It's good because Thoreau was a big time reader. After reading this book I really want
to follow up and read Goethe's "Italian Journey", The Laws of Manu, Thomas Carlyle's "On

Heroes and Hero Worship", Edwin Arnold's "The Light of Asia", Melville's "Typee" and find out

what about Kant influenced the transcendentalist movement.Thoreau was certainly an
intentional individual if there was one, another biographer gave the subtitle to his biography "the

man who did what he wanted" and this was the case. He spent a good part of his life walking 4
hours a day, turned down a successful pencil making business, read in multiple languages. Of

course he also lived almost self-sufficiently in the woods for two years. Because of his

intentionality and disdain for the common society of his day he became quite the interesting selfdeveloped individual.I think this book redefined the idea of wildness for me. I have always
wondered what about the ocean, or fire compels us to look at it. I think Thoreau would say it is

the wildness of it. I think I have also seen this in my own travels, the further out, more natural a
place is, the more I feel the mystery of it, the more I am compelled by it. I think it is that those
places have stayed wild. It is not tamed.Thoreau and most of the other transcendentalists also

lived his life a bit in response to the Puritanical Calvinism of his day. Reading that and comparing

it with my own experience gave me a lot of thoughts about the common trends throughout

history. There was an openness to truth and to human nature that was pretty different from the
people of his time. They were primarily interested in production, and choosing "repose" over

"truth" as Emerson said. Thoreau wanted truth. He wanted to confront the essential facts of life
so that when it came time for him to die he would not discover that he had not lived. Me

too.Thank you Robert Richardson for a well-written (and Barry Moser for the design!!) book.
Thank you Thoreau for a life well-lived.”

Thomas Lapins, “A biography and biographer equal to this man and his life. As a young man my
Holy Trinity was: Emerson, Thoreau and Whitman. Emerson's essays are pure poetry; Thoreau's

"Walden" and "Civil Disobedience" became a blueprint on how to live and why to write; and
Whitman's life and "Leaves Of Grass" taught me about myself."A Life Of The Mind" filled each

page with the authenticity and richness of a life well lived. Thoreau, the humanness, the
naturalist, the friend and son; the poet of the unraveling, entangled soul beating within the

humdrum of everyday and ordinary life, leaps from every page. I have read other biographies on
Thoreau which never captured the mind and writer of "Walden". Here the man and life equalled

and qualified the literature.Richardson is more than a biographer of Thoreau; he's made from the
same stock. He didn't simply tell of a man and his life, he savored, and shared in the same

poetics and struggles as the man he researched. The theme of Thoreau's life was an opportunity

to express his own convictions and struggles.It was while reading an anthology of Thoreau's
work that I first understood why some poets and writers must write. I came to understand how
every sentence could be layered with meaning and timelessness. After reading this biography I

must reread my annotated "Walden". I must sit in my backyard amongst the leaves and flowers
and shapes and densities I've not paid attention to in some time.”

george a. matteson, “Brilliant. I’ve read a great deal of material on Thoreau including the entirety

of his Journal (twice). This book is a masterpiece of understanding of the origins, the sources

and the spirit of Thoreau. It provides a way to interpret Thoreau’s thought and writing which

provides essential context to everything that he wrote and to everything that’s been written about
him. Superb.”

Bluesdoc1952, “Essential!. Richardson's style is superb, now devoted to Henry David Thoreau.

We meet Thoreau as he enters Harvard and the text follows him through his productive years.
This book belongs alongside of the Emerson biography by the same author. Excellent writing.”

Robert ‘Bob’ Macespera, “Magnificent, essential for any Thoreau lover. This not a biography od
Henry Throreau, but his intellectual journey (David S Reynold has just published a similar bok on

Abraham Lincoln). It starts with Thoreau at Harvard and carries through a life of study and
reading. What did the famous Walden author read, what did he like more, where he did base his

books and essays. This book replies to these questions, and superbly so.A must for any
Thoreau fan; important to any XIX cultural scholar. A great book.”

The book by Robert D. Richardson has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 65 people have provided
feedback.
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